The Violet Flame
The violet flame is the essence of one of the
"seven rays." Just as a ray of sunlight passing
through a prism is refracted into the seven
colors of the rainbow, so spiritual light
manifests as seven rays. Each ray has a
specific color, frequency and quality of God's
consciousness. The violet ray is known as the
seventh ray.
When you invoke it in the name of God, it
descends as a beam of spiritual energy and
bursts into a spiritual flame in your heart as the qualities of mercy,
forgiveness, justice, freedom and transmutation.
Saint Germain is known as the Lord of the Seventh Ray. Each time we pray
to him, he brings us many gifts of the Spirit; his joy, diplomacy and
creativity. He can inspire us with his innovations in science, literature,
religion, government, philosophy, education, healing, alchemy and other
fields.
For centuries, Eastern and Western spiritual adepts have used a secret
tool to promote positive, healing energy called the violet flame. The violet
flame is an invisible, spiritual energy that appears violet to those who have
developed their spiritual vision. It is not necessary to actually see the
violet flame for it to work. For those who know how to use it, the violet
flame changes negative energy into positive, which makes it an effective
tool for healing.

DIRECTING THE LIGHT OF THE VIOLET FLAME
As you give the following mantra, visualize the violet flame surrounding
your client. See it cleansing their auras and instantaneously transmuting
any negative energy into the light of God.
“In the name of the Christ, I call forth the Violet Flame from the heart of
Saint Germain, the seventh-ray Masters, the etheric retreats and from our
Causal Bodies for and on behalf of (state the name of your client). I invoke
the light of the violet transmuting flame for the consuming of all negative
karma limiting the full expression of our divine identity and the fulfillment
of our divine plan.”
You can also use this for yourself. “St. Germaine, please light the violet
flame at my feet to transmute and dark, negative or fearful energies in,
through and around me, into positive, light-filled energies. Thank you.”
Spirit decree:
I AM the Violet Flame
In action in me now
I AM the Violet Flame To Light alone I bow
I AM the Violet Flame
In mighty Cosmic Power I AM the Light of God
Shining every hour
I AM the Violet Flame Blazing like a sun
I AM God’s sacred power

Freeing every one.
Or”
“I AM a being of Violet Fire
I AM the purity God desires.”
You can use it to:
1. Revitalize a relationship or heal non-forgiveness by visualizing the violet
flame around both of you.
2. Direct the violet light into any physical condition that needs healing:
broken bones, acne, cancer cells, eye problems and pregnancy to name a
few.
3. Saturate all aspects of an upcoming meeting at work: see the people,
the agenda and the outcomes all radiating with violet light and recite a
violet flame mantra for the event.
4. See your household, your neighborhood, the town where you live, the
nation, even the entire planet saturated in violet flame while giving a
simple violet flame decree.
5. Watch the news on television and as the images of war and disaster
flash on your screen, see them inundated in violet flame and give a violet
flame decree directing it into that event for the best outcome possible in
any situation.
6. Send the violet flame out to the planet to transmute all lower energies.

HOW TO BALANCE A KARMIC DEBT IN A RELATIONSHIP
If a relationship has ended and you realize there has been a lot of
disharmony and karma making, practice the following steps and relieve
yourself of this burden:
1. Use the science of the spoken word. Invoke the violet flame and call
upon the law of forgiveness.
2. Ask for the violet flame to consume the cause, effect, record and
memory of every fight you have ever had and its harmful effect upon you
and your partner. Ask that everyone who has been affected by the very
same situation also be delivered by the violet flame angels.
3. Give yourself the assignment to go out and do good works and help
people.
4. You, on your own, can balance your end of the karma and you are not
accountable for the person you have separated from.
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